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Announcements: 

- The first extra-credit assignment is online - Read a paper, write a reflection. 
- Mandatory for grad course, extra credit for undergrad course

Announcements



Feedback framework (a 2-D space)

Explicit

Implicit

Correct answer“Good” answer



Other feedback frameworks (an n-D space!)

● Explicit vs. implicit (clicking a button vs. hovering on a link)
● High-confidence vs low-confidence (canceling a subscription vs. not using 

service)
● Immediate vs. batched (“I hate this ad” vs. “I like Facebook”)
● Comparative vs. individual item (“I like A more than B” vs. “I like A”)
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Other feedback frameworks (an n-D space!)

● Explicit vs. implicit (clicking a button vs. hovering on a link)
● High-confidence vs low-confidence (canceling a subscription vs. not using 

service)
● Immediate vs. batched (“I hate this ad” vs. “I like Facebook”)
● Comparative vs. individual item (“I like A more than B” vs. “I like A”)

Whatever framework you choose, you need to decide:

a) What to do right away (often a UX solution)
b) What to do over time (often an ML solution)



Examples of getting explicit feedback

Get feedback on specific items

Get feedback on recent 
experience



Examples of what to do over time

Get feedback on specific items

Generalize to topics

Create more 
personalized feed



Examples of what to do right away

Get feedback on 
what is wrong

Fix immediately

https://pair.withgoogle.com/chapter/feedback-controls/ 

https://pair.withgoogle.com/chapter/feedback-controls/


Failure of deciding what to do right away 

Get feedback on specific items

BAD: Clicking “not interested” 
only hides the post, not the 
replies. (current)

Better: hide whole conversation

Best: ask user if we should hide 
other similar conversations 



● Your feedback interface doesn’t collect useful feedback 
○ Solution: think about what kinds of experiences the user might be having currently, and 

redesign interface 
○ Solution: Change type of feedback: 

■ Comparative feedback is easier to give, more accurate.
■ Immediate feedback is best for specific interactions, batched better for overall 

experience
■ Batched/aggregate feedback is best asked when there is no current task focus (e.g. after 

just finishing a task)

Common challenges with explicit feedback and solutions



Explicit feedback challenges, continued

● If output is generated from an ML system, you may not be able to retrain the 
system immediately. 

○ Solution: Generate multiple solutions, and filter based on feedback
● You need multiple examples to learn what the user truly meant (e.g. “Don’t 

show me scary movies” -> Does Home Alone count?)
○ Solution: Ask to clarify, or be conservative



Implicit feedback: Critical user journeys and interactions

● Without understanding the user journey, you can’t understand implicit 
feedback

● Critical user journey: a simplified user journey, that focuses only on the most 
critical touchpoints

● Purchase journey (e.g. Amazon): 
○ Homepage (awareness) -> Search/Browse (interest) -> See product page (activation) -> Click 

Buy (action) -> Fill out payment and checkout (completion)
● Tie each progression in the journey to a key interaction. For example:

○ awareness->interest (click Search or scroll)
○ interest -> activation (click product image)
○ activation->action (click Buy)



Implicit feedback: rely on key user interactions

● Tie each progression in the journey to a key interaction. For example:
○ awareness->interest (click Search or scroll)
○ interest -> activation (click product image)
○ activation->action (click Buy)

● Implicit feedback is then whether or not user performs an interaction
● Tip: If there is no natural “final” interaction, consider inserting one so you 

know if journey completed successfully
○ E.g. “Save” button



You try it (translate.google.com) 



Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you do 
the suggestion 
in E?

● How do you do 
the pop-up in 
D?

● How do you 
learn from what 
the user 
chose?

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you do 
the pop-up in 
D?

Try your own 
prompts! 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Teardown 2: post-editing translation

● How do you 
learn from what 
the user 
chose?

Change the 
prompt to make 
it a few-shot 
prompt!

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba95748
8c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276 

https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276
https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/document?repid=rep1&type=pdf&doi=aff122ba957488c968e28959e7aeb66b5a68c276


Using feedback

● What should happen 
when you click the 
thumbs-up button?

● What should happen with 
thumbs-down button?



Using feedback: some options (not great!)

● What should happen with 
thumbs-down button?

Bard

ChatGPT (also regenerates 
response)


